Complete quantization principle is proposed in this paper, based on which, an adaptive semi-fragile watermarking algorithm based on image contents is proposed. The algorithm uses the low frequency sub-band to construct watermarking related to the content of image, and then uses just noticeable difference of wavelet domain to embed watermarking by means of complete quantitative principle. Experiments show this algorithm can classify malicious and non-malicious manipulations accurately.
Introduction
With the development of network and multimedia technology, it's convenient to copy and tamper the digital works. Contents protection becomes one of the most urgent issues. Fragile and semi-fragile watermarking is effective technique to deal with content protection. Fragile watermarking can detect all the changes of digital works. However, since the slight signal processing operations caused by transmission and storage, like JPEG compression, noise and filter, are considered acceptable or necessary, semi-fragile is more suitable for practical applications.
Compared with semi-fragile algorithm based on fixed quantization step [1] [2] , the algorithm with dynamic quantization step can balance the robustness and imperceptibility better. Che [3] used human visual characteristics to determine the steps dynamically and proposed quantized central limit theorem to embed watermark. However, when the value of cover data is smaller than that of step, the parity of watermarking bit will be changed even if the cover data isn't modified. In addition, the watermarking of most semi-fragile algorithm is irrelevant to the cover image [3] [4] , so a reference watermarking is required when authenticating, which will increase the authentication risk.
In this paper, a novel semi-fragile watermarking method is proposed. Complete quantization principle presented in the paper makes sure the correction of watermarking extraction if the change of cover data belongs to a certain range. And then the watermarking is generated according to image's contents, therefore, the reference watermarking can be extracted from the unknown cover and " one image, one watermark" can be achieved, which reduces the risk of image block replacement attack compared with "many image, one watermark". Considering that texture and edge characteristics locate at high-frequency sub-band after wavelet decomposition [5] , the embedding domain of the new method is HH 1 .
Complete quantization principle
Let x be cover data and  be quantization step, then /Q    xr , where r is the remainder and has the some sign with
x . Let w be the watermarking bit,  x be the data after embedding, then the complete quantization principle can be described as:
Complete quantization principle 1: when   
Theorem 1: After adjusting the cover data using step  according to complete quantization principle, if the change of adjusted data belongs to   2, 2   after processing or attack, the watermarking can be detected correctly.
Proof: According to complete quantization principle 1, when   mod Q,2  w , the adjusting scheme of cover data is shown as Fig. 1 (a) . Namely,
x is modulated to the center of its quantization interval. Therefore, when the change of x belongs to
  , the parity of quantized data can't be changed and the watermarking can be detected correctly. The adjusting scheme of cover data.
Watermarking generation based on content
The watermarking is generated in the low-frequency sub-band LL 3 of wavelet decomposition with scale three in order to make it fragile to malicious attack. The generating process is shown below:
Step1: For one image I sized  MN , the low-frequency sub-band LL 3 is obtained after Haar wavelet decomposition with scale three.
Step2: The binary watermarking matrix is generated by :
LL i j is the wavelet coefficient of LL 3 .
Adaptive determination of quantization step
According to human visual characteristics, the imperceptibility of watermarking is influenced by texture complication, background luminance and frequency of embedding domain [6] .  Texture masking factor is:
where l is the scale, 
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, then it can be estimated by:
A block quantization scheme is adopted in this paper for improving the robustness to conventional processing such as JPEG compression. The HH 1 sub-band is divided into 22  blocks and one bit is embedded into one block. Therefore, the JND of wavelet coefficient is required to turn to that of image block and then the quantization step can be determined. What's more, the step can't be influenced by embedding for blind detection. Since there is relevance among neighbor subbands, the step of each block can be calculated by the block JND of the same location in HL 1 and LH 1 :
4
Where,   
Watermarking algorithm

A. Watermarking embedding algorithm
Step1: Image I is decomposed by Haar wavelet. The watermarking is generated using the method in section 3 and HH 1 is divided into block sized 22  . Step2: Select a key and generate the embedding path by random generation. , and   Dk is divided by the quantization step of that block and   Qk is obtained.
, then the watermarking bit is extracted. C. Watermarking authentication According to the theory of Kundur [7] , the processing result of image is the Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance 2  of wavelet coefficient. 2  relates to Conventional processing is smaller than that of malicious attack. Therefore, the type of image processing can be defined by the block temper rate between reference and extracted watermarking. The equation is :
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Where 1 ( /8),1 ( /8)
mn is the size of block. Obviously, for conventional processing ,the error point is disperse, so   ,  r i j is small and vice visa. The type of image processing can be decided by setting a detection threshold
rT , the image is processed by conventional processing without tamper.
rT , the image is tampered by malicious attack.
The detection threshold T is determined by the quality of image. When a higher quality of image is required, the value of T is smaller.
Experiment results and analysis
800 gray-scale images [8] with fixed size 512×512 are employed to evaluate our algorithm. The threshold 
A. Experiment of conventional image processing
In order to test the robustness of our method, the image with watermarking is processed by JPEG compression, noise adding, gray enhancement and filtering, then the watermarking is extracted and detected. Take image "Lena" for an example, Table 1 shows the detecting results of conventional processing. After all the processing shown in above table, the values of max(r) of all the extracted watermarking are smaller than the detecting threshold, indicating the content of image isn't tampered. Therefore, the algorithm is robust to conventional image processing.
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B. Experiment of malicious tamper
In order to test the sensitivity and the location capability of our method, the images are processed by cropping and local tampering. Take image "lena" as an example, the experiment results are shown below. Table 2 shows detection results of malicious tamper. It can be seen that the values of max(r) of all the extracted watermarking are larger than the threshold T , indicating the content of image is tampered. Fig.2 and Fig.3 , the location of tampered content can be oriented well according to the difference between reference and extracted watermarking. Therefore, the algorithm is sensitive to malicious tamper and can orient the location of tampered content well.
C. Experiment of comparing with other methods We compare our method with the methods in [3] and [9] , which perform better than most of semi-fragile watermarking algorithm. Table 3 shows the results of false alarm rate and missing alarm rate. Form the results of table 3, the performance of our method is better than that of [ 9] and close to that of [3] . However, the watermarking of [3] is unconcerned with the image, so the original watermarking is required when authenticating.
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Conclusions
The watermarking related with image's content is generated in low frequency sub-band of wavelet decomposition, so the watermarking is fragile to malicious tamper and robust to conventional processing and the original watermarking isn't required when authenticating. The imperceptibility of watermarking embedding is achieved by adaptively adjusting quantization step. Complete quantization principle is proposed to modulate the mean of wavelet coefficient block. The watermarking bit can be extracted without additional information and recovered correctly when the change of image belongs to a certain range.
